
Experience 

"Emerson," I asked 
"R ' alph Waldo, what in the hell 
happened to you when you wrote 
'Experience'? 
Did you go on a rambling walk 
and taste some green crab apples 
on a tree beside Walden Pond 
_or did you eat the woodchuck' 
Thoreau considered 
but, on second thought, 
left alone?" 

"No," he said, 
"I awoke and found myself 
on a stair, 
and there were stairs 
below, 
which I seem to have 
ascended, and stairs 
above, 
many a one 
going upward 
and out of sight. 

Elmer F. Suderman 
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Emerson and Thoreau In Our Age 
By MARIO L. D'AVANZO 

I was in California's Mendocino County some time ago 
and happened to be talking to people who called themselves 
"Inhabitants of Earth." Responsible to one another in a 
kind of communal life, they based their social relationship 
on the principle of generosity and love. The shelves of 
their bus held the works of Emerson and Thoreau, which I 
discovered had b·ecome their hornbook f e r living. The driver 
and apparent leader of this mobile earth commune regarded 
the essays Self Reliance, Nature, Civil Disobedience, and 
Walden as models of inspired instruction on which to base 
one's moral life. These writings are, of course, essential 
expressions of Transcendental individualism. I thought 
concord had resettled in Ronald Reagan's last frontier--a 
Walden cabin on wheels. Were these people practicing what 
Thoreau practiced and what Emerson preached? I was 
intrigued by this evidence of continuity with our intellect
ual past, the more so when I recalled a scene at a liberation 
march in Central Park that I had witnessed. There a scraggly 
bunch of young men and women were marching up the road from 
Sixth Avenue carrying a huge bannered picture of Henry David 
Thoreau on hi.gh. The words under his portrait read: 

If a man does not keep pace with his companions, 
perhaps it is because he hears a different drummer. 
Let him .step to the music which he hears, however 
measured or far away.1 

They were . out marching to "do their own thing," 
advertising a brand of nineteenth-century individualism and 
self-trust and non-conformity that seemed to me more 
responsibly aware, or to use Thoreau's term "awake," in 
contrast to the moral torpor of general humanity (like 
Walden's frozen snakes) locked within the apartment ledges 
surrounding the park. These uncadenced Thoreauvians, more
over, seemed to me to be more intellectual than the blatant 
exhibitionists marching in the Gay Liberation contingent 
directly behind them. Here, I thought,was a tradition being 
reestablished--or revived: a transcendental phoenix arising 
out of the guano of New York City. I thought it might 
indicate a revival of the supposedly fossilized writings 
of our great nineteenth century Romantics, who found 
nothing sacred but the integrity of their own minds and the 
unimpe?ed flow of their own ideas on justice, truth, virtue, 
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simplicity and what constituted a beautiful life. "We a 
doing our o.wn thing," , st.ated t .he bus driver" Brook Farmreh 

. . . . . . . · . ~ 

failed, I thought, and I wondered how much of Hawthorne's 
nature I owned in matters involving communal living; that . 
like Coverdale, I was skept,ical. 

18
, 

While thinking over the possibilities of Blithedale 
in Mendocino, I remembered the origin of the driver's word 
"D. d k h h h I . s. i you nowt at t e p rase to do your own thing' comes 
from -~ Reliance?" I remarked. He did not answer, but h" 
eyes showed delight. "Our people are marching to a differ~s 
drummer," he said. To which I silently replied, "Interest·nl 
1 ff 

II • lUg• 
yo -beat. His words recalled another fact to mind. 

There is a hip store called the "Different Drummer" on 
Lexington Avenue. The clothes are mod and unique there, I 
told my earth-mate, the driver. Again he was delighted about 
the Thoreauvian aegis. "We are taking over," he remarked. 
Perhaps so. If Thoreau's words are so popular as to be of 
commercial appeal, then the revolution has come. I almost 
expected him to take the copy of Walden, and walk across the 
road and into a bean field, to cultivate his mind further, 
But he hadn't the figurative sense of Walden, only the 
literal sense. 

The incident stuck in my mind. The question I kept 
asking myself was: "What in Emerson and Thoreau makes . their 
literature meaningful and important to our age; specifically 
to .a generation under twenty-five?" This essay is in large 
measure an attempt to explain and d'escribe the relevancy of 
Thoreau and Emerson to our age, a relevancy that is all the 
more startling, since the two writers, .:especially 
Emerson, remained .in almost total eclipse for the whole of 
this century. In graduate school, I remember, Emerson was 
acknowledged our Shakespeare of ideas, and a great, crafted 
writer of essays. But he was unread. Was it that the new 
criticism was uncomfortable with mere essays, the lowest form 
of written artistic expression? And yet I knew that the 
essay~ was unsurpassed in figurative deftness and 
complexity, as was Walden, whose fame never diminished, Or 
was it that the self was no longer imp~rtant in Parrington's 
world of social and economic forces, forces that the 
Transcendentalists did not address except to attack? Or was 
idealism a dead issue in a world and a literature of realism? 
Or did our deep interest in moral evil, fallen man, and also 
the modern temper of doubt, despair, drifting and decline 
make our imperial idealists seem irrevelant? Our despair 
and awareness of evil seem to have elevated the stock of 
Melville and Hawthorne. The American Renaissance, as F. o. 
Matthiessen remarks, shows two thematic strains. They are, 
first, the exploration of evil · and fallen nature (Moby Dick 
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h n ' s short s tori e s dramatize thi s t'·.eme wi th 
d Hawt or e h . t .n . k"ll) and s econd the divin i ty of man, t e uni Y 

ed1.ng s 1 
' ' ' h eice human mind with nature and it s Creator, and t e 

~f th~t capacity of man to achieve goodness, virtue, order, 
·nfin1 e · f "t th " 1 ny through an intuitive apprehension o ru , 

d harmo " G d If an 11 d "Higher Laws " t he "Over- Soul or O • we 
1so ca e ' · · t 8 all potential Adams able t o reorient our sp1.r1. s, ':e 

are t the paradisal state, as Nature and Walden affirm. ecrea e . --- __ h___ e ration 
r Walden, for example, Spring represents psyc ic reg_ne, 
Ind~tual integration. This is achieved by the minds 
an ·1 mysterious intercourse with nature, and an equally 
fertl e, 1 en e · us intuitive awareness of the creators pres c • 
rnysterio d • 
That presence reveals itself through nature an in our 

inspired thoughts. 

If youth's aim is to achieve order, integration, love, 
. d ess peace and spirj.tual contentment (and 1 think that 

kin n • ' • , · d t h · the serious study of Zen, of Christs :1fe an eac 1ngs, 
d f Romantic writers is a manifestation of that deep 

an °. g) it is no wonder that the literature of hope, 
yhear~~ny ~nd spiritual fulfillment, as expressed by Thoreau 
c art , . · t t ·n these d Emerson would be on the rise. Our in eres i 
an·ters gro~s out of a need; they are our only prophets, along 
wr1 · · t t · • ··h Whi" tman I see therefore, a burgeoning in eres in 
Wl · • ' • ff . . t t th; Transcendentalists, and perhaps a tailing o in in e:es 
•n Melville and Hawthorne. Well, what is this need? It is 
: need to see man and his world as meaningful and ~rdered, 

ther than chaotic and fragmentary; a need to affirm that 
~:n is sponsored and comforted by a divinity rather than .. 
alienated and separated from Him in this fallen or mechanistic 
world; a need to see nature as of some sacramental presence 
and that it is alive with signs of love. It becomes on~e 
again a handkerchief designedly dropped from t~e.mysterious 
o who is continually performing His secret ministry but 
ne 

1
. . t t Nature is provision in the double sense revea 1ng i oo, 

of providens, that is, providing for man's spiritual and 

material needs. 

The proper regard for nature is_th: business of the 
mind. All Transcendental literature 1s in_o~e way or 
another about -the mind in perception, receiving the flux of 
experience and empowered to order, shape, and create valu: 
in its intewurse with the outer world. The mind has this 
power of insight; no mere "animal eye" control:ed by the 
"despotism of the senses," it is the eye of faith: 

Wh~n the eye of Reason opens, to outline an~ 
surface are at once added grace and expre7sion. 
These proceed from imagination and affection, and 
abate somewhat of the angular distinctness of 
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objects. If the Re earnest vision outal~on can be stimulated to 
t ' ines and surf :no • ransparent and . aces become ' 

. . , are no longer s 
spirits are seen through th een; causes and 
of life are these del. . em. The best momen 
higher powers and thicious awakenings of the ts 
nature before,its God~2reverential withdrawing Of 

The eye and ·t is transparencie 
Emerson. The eye is the News are org7nizing symbols in 
sees causes and spirit in Testaments eye of faith•- . 
Matthew's dark gl matter. Dark nature l"k which 
Th t ass, becomes tr · ' i e St 

e ransparency of Wald , . ansparent and we se • 
of Emerson, s t en s waters is but a f. e beyond 

d 

ransparent eyeb 11 ine refigu. • 
escribes the pond . a • The ocular Thor ring 

It i 
11 

• as varied as "th eau 
he s ~ vitreous greenish blue .,4 e .co~or of its iris."3 

achieves transparen • It is the means b . 
transcendence Th cy, and the agent of his se y which 

1 

• oreau would 1 . nse of 
ce ebrated figure for the mind'ater elaborate on.Emerson' 
expressed in Nature. . s transcendent sense of· ~ - . --· unity, 

Standing on the ba . . the bli·th · re g.rouud ,--my head b th • ·. e 1;11.r and uplift d · . . · . . . a ed by 
all me3cn egotism vanishes e i.nto infinite space,-
eyeball; I am nothing· 1•. I become a transparent 
of. the Uri'i versal B . '· . see all; the, .currents · eing circulate th · · 
part or parcel of God. 5 . rough me; Lam 

Ho·w credible is .the f. ? . . . . 
plausibiiity (a~d als~gre. Note how Thoreau keeps . to 
express. h . . eeps down to e th 1 · . . . co . • ing t e same idea of the mi , ar • iterally) while 

mmunion. He describes his fl ~d s tran.sce.ndence or .· . 
crystalline water as follows: oating on the pond's 

In such transparent an . reflecting the cloud d seemingly bottomless water, 
through the . s, I seemed to be floating 

air as in a balloon,6 

This sen se of unity i th experience that n . sh . e central moment the b ouris ed d • core 
ecoming transparent h an_ s~stains. The spirit . 

seeing as an insight· t h in It . , as Wordsworth put it ,,. t in o t e causes of nature 
is man's mind that an. t • in o the life of things " , 

there is a ima es the univer . • • power speaking to h" . se. Simultaneously 
senses, oeart f 

1
. 1.m in nature and th • • ee 1.ngs and int •t· ' rough his 

~~n~~ of unity and divinity Hu1._1.o~ graces him with that 
e niversal Being," Al • e is Part and parcel" of 

ways, Thoreau and Emerson remind us 
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haL this intuitional life with its attendant "revelations," 
l ·sions, and deep insight is the grace of the one spirit 
:~thin us and abroad. Insight and revelation are within us. 
rheY are not the property of the past, of the Bibl~ 
radition, They are the reward and issue enjoyed by 

t stablishing "an original relation to the universe. Why 
:hOuld not we have a poetry and philosophy of insight and not 

f tradition, and a religion by revelation to us, and not 
~ne history of (our fathers) ?"7 Here is Emerson's great 
appeal to our age, an age which desires a direct, immediate 
relationship with nature and God, self-directed and observed, 
rather than at second-hand through the traditional modes of 
the past. This then is the great promise and appeal of 
Emerson and Thoreau to our Mendocino earth inhabitants and 
to many of us who would seek and find as Christ promised the 

self-reliant, that is, God-reliant, soul, 

Thus we must trust ourselves, Those forces thwarting 
self-reliance, or the integrity of one's own mind are 
identified as "society"-- "ioint-stock companies," Bible 
societies, and dead institutions, They discourage the quest 
for star-knowledge and are therefore to be avoided, The 
trust in 6ne's own vision comes before law, the constitution, 
and the Bible; for there is that spirit fountain whence flow 
all thoughts that our first allegiance is to: 

They who know of no purer sources of truth, who 
have traced up its stream no higher, stand, and 
wisely stand, by the Bible and the Constitution, 
and drink at it there with reverence and humility; 
but they who behold where it comes trickling into 
this lake or that pool, gird up their loins once 
more, - and continue their pilgrimage toward its 

fountain-head.B 

Fountains, overflowing streams, auroras, illuminations, 
thunder, starlight and star-fire are the Transcendentalists' 
recurrent metaphors for the intuitive understanding of the 
Higher Laws, They are magical visitations that flash and 
flow in the mind's firmament. What has Thoreau and Emerson 
to do with o.ur century? Simply that self-reliance is a 
mode of conscience and intuition which we are compelled to 
obey if we are to keep our integrity, Trusting yourself 
is trusting in that higher origin of all things, the 
origin of all our thoughts. It is trust in that divine 
stream from ~hich flow the ideal of truth, justice, and 
love from which men of integrity drink, find nourishment, 
gather energy that they might act in execution of those 
ideals, These rare self-,reliant men span the decades between 

John Brown, and the Fathers Berrigan. 
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What my California earth inhabitants 
Th d . may see in oreau an Emerscn is the spiritual d 1 their writings and the sense of ju t·an m~ra_ relevance of 
express, specifically in the areasso~c=l=~erri7h~n~ss ~hey 
and war (The Mexican War) As regard th Y c~v~l rights) 
E • s ese topics I b 1 . merson and Thoreau to be heroes . . e 1eve 
perhaps seditious ideas on the i~j:~~~~:; ~;p~~~lar and 
essays that come later in Emerson's l"f d day. The 
"Civil Disobedience" (1849) speak f t1he, an t?e essay 
t • . 0 e necessity to dh o intuited moral judgments about 1 a ere 
dd " . s avery and war E 

a :"ess, Emancipation in the British West Id" ;, merson's 
entitled "The Fugitive Slave Law " "J h B n ~es, the essays 
E . . , o n rown and "Th mancipation Proclamation" all 1 b e 

d . . . ce e rate the moral gu · d 
an inspiration voiced earlier i·n "Th O i ance 
"d . e ver-Soul"· all th i eas in these later essays flow f h 1 . ' e · t . . ram t e c aims about 1n uitive apprehension of ri"ghtne d our ss goo ness · t · the Divine Charity In "Th E . ' . . • Jus ice, and • e mancipation 1n th w t 
the streaming of truth from an u k e es Indies" 

. n nown source is th "bl of the 1ntuitional life: "The bl d . e cod" 
is anti-slavery. 119 One might th" 

0
k
0 

fis mor~l: the blood 
in o Martin Luth K" century later and a similar kind of lf 1· er ing a 

heart, as the seat of such moral cirse -:e ianc~. The 
cause of civil rights. culation, guides the 

There i~ a blessed necessity by which the inter 
of men is ~lways driving them to the right; and est 
again, making all crime mean and ugly, The , 
of_the Saxon race, friendly to liberty; the e;e;ius 
prise, the very muscular vi or of thi . er
inconsistent with slavery gThe It lls nation, are 
bl · 1 • n e ect, with 

a~in~ eye, coking through history from the 
beginning onward, gazes on this blot and it dis
appears. The sentiment of Right 
ind" t· t b • once very low and is inc , ut ever more articulate b . . 
the voice of the . , ecause 1t 1s 

universe, pronounces Freedom 
:he.Power that built this fabric of things aft· 
it in the heart; and in the history of the Fir~;m~f 
August1 has made it a sign to th . 
will.lU e ages, of his 

Written in 1844, this address on emanc· . . 
Indies was radically controversial and ipation ~n t?e ~est 
righteousness. It was a heroic achie unswervin~ in its 
willingness to discuss the mor 1 . vement for it showed a 

h . a issues and thereby d 
t e nation to awaken to the dilemmas a . . . prepare 
tions of the decade preceding the Civi~dW~~~ipient disrup-

A magnificent moral essay followed 
"The F · · ten years later. ugitive Slave Law" almost 

argues civil disobedienceto 
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infamous law that required men to return runaway slave s to 
their owner and guaranteed results by establishin.g bounties. 
In this lecture Daniel Webster is portrayed as a Judas to 
the Over-Soul; our supposedly great est legislator is seen 
wanting in that self-reliance and intuitive moral sense 
radiating from the heart: 

It is a law of our nature that great thoughts come 
from the heart. If his moral sensibility had been 
proportioned to the force of his understanding, 
what limits could have been set to his genius and 
beneficent power? But he wanted that deep source 
of inspiration. Hence a sterility of thought, the 
want of generalization in his speeches, and the 
curious fact that, with a general ability which 
impresses all the world, there is not a single 
general remark, not an observation on life and 
manners, not an aphorism that can pass into 
literature from his writings. 11 

Emerson continues his frontal attack on slavery, applying the 
idealism of previous essays, notably "Self-Reliance" and 
"The American Scholar," to undermine the joint-stock company 
of slavery. Man is indeed his own star, radiating his own 
principles of truth. How students love the passages 
attacking the universities in America in the year 1854. Then, 
institutions of education served custom, convention, 
government, business, and law rather than TRUTH. How all 
that has 'now changed--a terrible beauty is born--for the 
civil rights and anti-war movement find their forum (and fuel) 
in the universities. Never a disengaged writer when a moral 
matter presented itself, Emerson here taunts the university 
establishment (as he did earlier in "The Divinity School 
Address"): 

The universities are not, as in Hobbes's time, 'the 
core of rebellion,' no, but the seat of inertness. 
They have forgotten their allegiance to the Muse, 
and grown worldly and political. I listened,lately, 
on one of those occasions when the university 
chooses one of its distinguished sons returning 
from the political arena, believing that senators 
and statesmen would be glad to throw off the harness 
and to dip again in the Castalian pools. But 
if audiences forget themselves, statesmen do not, 
The low bows to all the crockery gods of the day 
were duly made:--only in one part of the discourse 
the orator allowed to transpire, rather against 
his will, a little sober sense , It was this: 'I 
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am, as you see, a man virtuously inclined d 
only corrupted by my profession of polit•' an 
should prefer the right side y 1.cs. I 
th 1 . • ou, gentlemen f 

ese 1.terary and scienti·fi· h 1 ° • c sc oo s, and th 
important class you represent, have fhe e 
make your verdict clear and prevailing p~w~r to 
done ~o, you would have found me its giad :r You 
champion. Abstractly I she ld h gan and 
th t ·d ' u ave preferred 

a s1 e. But you have not done it. You hav 
spoken out. You have failed to arm me.12 e not 

Emerson would 
professors in 
Reliance very 

still be disappointed with politicians 
our day~ bu~ would find his principles 
much alive in the universities today. 

and 
of Self. 

Emerson admired John Brown 
men for whom "the end f h and Thoreau as self-reliant 

o a t ought is t · " I d believed that th bl d ac ion. n eed, both 
put its moral pu~seso~nt:a:c;~ral •~: that they existed to 
admiration from a modern gener:~ion ore~u commands great 
words are reenforced by h. d d of dissenters because his 
d . 1.s ee s. As we know h. d 
isseht at Concord provided Ghand. . . ' is ramatic 

disobedience Go1.·ng to .. 1 _ i wi th a primer for civil 
• J a i was a s b I · b rejecting the government, s 1 . ym O ic ut real act of 

unfair war with M . po icy toward slavery and an 
exico. But John Br, ' t· 

matter• Emerson has noth. own. s ac ions are another 
atrocities of Harper's Fe:;g.to say about t~e unspeakable 
the "ideal•st "the ~ f :.: rather he admires John Brown in 

• s man O 1ntegrit " d 11 
for to the ~elf r , • t · ,. - Y a.n. truthfulness " 

g - e.1.an· man Nth· • • 
the integrity of your own m·nd o .. 1r;.g .. is at :•st sacred but 
to the extent that he e . tid • He believed in his ideas 
John Brown may be id~nt:~~e~ w~~/ut the1;1 all in~o ac~ion."14 
zealous, poss~'ss:ed @"en . many violent, impatient, 

· - , • insane revel t· · 
His spirit lives in the "We th ,,u ion~ries of our day, 
the JDL and the B . a ennen, the Black Panthers " 

• errigans who 11· ' Ferry of Draft B d , se sa ies make a Harper's oars. I am ev t . 
Nader with John Brown t b. en empted to identify Ralph 
of Winsted, Connecticu~o bu;c;~s; o! ~heir_c?mmon birthplace 
happen to spring from the s a t ei: raid:ng tactics 
reliance. Pure and "tra ame Em~rs?nian principle of self
or ideal self he ·s th nlspadrent,_ lij<e Emerson's "geniu.s ." 

• i us Y escribed: · 

For himself h · . • e is so transparent that all him through H . men see 
on ea th • e is a man to make friends wherevAr 

r courage and int •t -egri Y are esteemed the 
radrest of_heroes, a pure idealist, with no by-
ens of his own M f 
~very one who h~s h::~dohi~o~p::~eh::e~e:!m, and 
impressed alike by his simple, artless 

goodness, 
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joined with his sublime courage.15 

His strength lies in this courage to reject the forms of the 
established system--the "joint-stock company" of government-
that sacrifices self-integrity and truth for security and 
comfort. Emerson stateB: 

Great wealth, great population, men of talent in 
the executive, on the bench,--all the forms of 
right,-•and yet, life and freedom are not safe. 
Why? Because the judges rely on the forms, and do 
not, like John Brown, use their eyes to see the 
fact behind the forms.16 

"Civil Disobedience" is clearly revolutionary, subver
sive, anarchistic, and radically individualistic, It 
follows Emerson's claim in the essay "Politics" that "the 
less government we have the better--the fewer laws and the 
less confided power. The antidote to this abuse of formal 
government is the influence of private character, the growth 
of the Individual ••• The appearance of character makes 
the State unnecessary. 1117 Governmental oppression in "Civil 
Disobedience" takes the form of a standing army and an 
invidious war with Mexico. The government does not serve 
its main purpose: to guarantee that men let each other 
alone. "Keep each other off and keep off each other," said 
Robert Frost in"Build Soil." 

· Majority rule does not guarantee justice, according to 
Thoreau. He sees government as a machine. The metaphor 
suggests a fixed, grinding, dead force that can be arrested 
by a counter friction of dissent. Civil disobedience is an 
act of conscience; and the conscience, feeding from the 
fountain-head of truth, impells right action. Like Billy 
Budd, "Civil Disobedience" is concerned with the central 
conflict between the mechanical truths of law, polity and 
government and the intuitions of conscience. Their inherent 
opposition provides the thematic structure to the essay. Our 
age identifies, with a shock of recognition, the machine of 
government as a dehumanizing power, fostering, as it does, 
regimentation and a military mentality. Thoreau saw the 
danger of a Pentagon-like, geared, powerized monster con
trolling man instead of liberating him. Thoreau's 
description of the military suggests how dehumanizing a 
force it is: 

A common and natural result of an undue respect 
for law is, that you may see a file of soldiers, 
colonel, captain, corporal, privates, powder
monkeys, and all, marching in admirable order over 
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hill and dale to the wars, against their wills, av 
against their common sense and consciences, which·• 
makes it very steep marching indeed, and produces 
a palpitation of the heart. They have no doubt 
that it is damnable business in which they are 
concerned; they are all peaceably inclined. Now, 
what are they? Men at all? or small moveable 
forts and magazines, at the service of some 
unscrupulous man in power? Visit the Navy-Yard, and 
behold a marine, such a man as an American 
government can make, or such as it can make a man 
with its black arts,--a mere shadow and reminiscence 
of humanity, a man laid out alive and ••• buried 
under arms • 18 

I cannot help thinking how appropriate a description of 
Lieutenant Edward Calley this might be . Like Melville, 
Thoreau knew the law's potentially corrosive effect on the 
conscience. The black arts of militarism, which serves the 
law with blind obedience and clockwork regulation, destroy 
that most delicate spiritual organ, the conscience, 
Lieu~enant Calley's execution of law and order (and scores of 
Vietnamese civilians) is a fearful fulfillment of Thoreau's 
misgivings about the machine, He states:"The mass of men 
serve the state ••• not as men mainly but as machines. , 
In most cases there is no free exercise whatever of the 
judgment or of the moral sense." That is the tension and 
the tragedy behind My Lai and Lieutenant Calley's deeds, I 
am afraid, We must be free or we· are no); our own selves, 
following our own natures, This understanding is the moral 
of all of Thoreau's and Emerson's writings. This insistence 
of maintaining one's personal freedom is every conscientious 
objector's debt to Thoreau and Emerson. Yet the monster 
machine grinds on, as Thoreau continues to remind our 
generation. And this reminder is as perennially warning and 
inspiring as is the new life in Walden's "Spring." . What is 
one to do? Clearly, one must exert a counter-friction to 
the machine, Thoreau's refusal to pay his poll tax 
dramatized his disapproval of the policies of the state, He 
did not rifle or burn governmental offices or do any act of 
violence. He went to jail. There he found freedom. The 
story goes that Emerson visited him in jail and inquired why 
he was there. Thoreau replied, "Why are you not here?" 
For a modern age Thoreau's challenge would be a sincere, 
valid invitation to civil disobedience, 
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